We introduce an axiomatic extension of Höhle's Monoidal Logic called Semi-divisible Monoidal Logic, and prove that it is complete by showing that semi-divisibility is preserved in MacNeille completion. Moreover, we introduce Strong semidivisible Monoidal Logic and conjecture that a predicate formula α is derivable in Strong Semi-divisible Monadic logic if, and only if its double negation ¬¬α is derivable in Łukasiewicz * logic.
Introduction
The origin of this paper is in our 2001 study (cf. [22] ) on Hájek's BL-algebras (cf. [9] ) where we observed that the set of complement elements, also called regular elements, of a BL-algebra L is the largest sub MV-algebra of L. Thus, in this sense BL-algebras and MV-algebras are in the same relation that Heyting algebras and Boolean algebras are (cf. [8] ) or, as proved in [22] , SBL-algebras and Boolean algebras are. We introduced a subset {x * |x ∈ L}(= {x * * |x ∈ L}), called an MV-center of L, and denoted it by M V (L). In [22] , [19] , [20] , [21] we used M V (L) in analyzing BL-algebras and showed that many properties hold in a BL-algebra L if, and only if they hold in the MV-center M V (L).
Subsequently we concentrated our attention on generalized probability theory, see e.g. [4] , [5] , [6] . We got an impression that such generalization reduce extensively in probability theory on MValgebras introduced by Chovanec and Mundici (see [3] and [15] , respectively) and published two papers where we showed that this indeed is the case (cf. [14, 23] ). More precisely, if the regular elements of a residuated lattice L fulfill a certain extra condition, then the MV-center becomes an MV-algebra and states (i.e. additive measures of truth) and (maximal) filters on the L are uniquely determined by states and (maximal) filters on M V (L). However, it should be noticed that in general residuated lattice framework, M V (L) is not an MV-subalgebra of L but, using quantale theoretical terminology of [16] , is a quotient w.r.t. the quantic nucleus given by the double negation.
In this paper we deal with non-classical logic.
When Ulrich Höhle introduced Monoidal predicate logic in [10, 11] , his purpose was to outline a common framework for a diversity of monoidal structures which constitute the basis of various nonclassical logics. [7] , gave the following answers in sentential logic framework:
The following theorem, due to Glivenko, see also [13] 
Mathematical preliminaries
A lattice L = L, ≤, ∧, ∨, 0, 1 with the least element 0 and the largest element 1 is called residuated if it is endowed with a couple of binary operations , → (called adjoint couple) such that is associative, commutative, isotone, x 1 = x holds for all elements x ∈ L, and a residuation
holds for all elements x, y, z ∈ L. In [11] , residuated lattices are called commutative, integral, residuated -monoids. Complete residuated lattices are examples of quantales (see [16] ) i.e. complete lattices with an associative, supremum preserving operation . We take here mainly a residuated lattice theoretical approach and refer to quantales only incidentally. In what follows we use the following equations known to hold in all residuated lattices (cf. [11] , [18] ) (1) in particular, for z = 0 and by setting x * = x → 0 we get
x x * = 0, 0
Since the operation preserves joins in L, (x∨y * ) y = (x y) ∨ (y * y) = x y and, therefore
Moreover, in any residuated lattice L holds
whenever these meets and joins exist in
Complete Girard monoids -that is, Girard monoids whose lattice structure contains all meets and joins -are called Girard quantales.
• a Heyting algebra if the product operation coincides with the operation ∧.
•
prelinearity is also called Strong de Morgan Law in [11] . Prelinearity is equivalent to a condition (
Prelinear residuated lattices are also called MTL-algebras.
• a BL-algebra if it is prelinear and divisible. SBLalgebras are BL-algebras with an additional property (x y) * = x * ∨ y * for all x, y ∈ L -there are several equivalent definitions in literature.
• an MV-algebra if it is a divisible Girard monoid or, equivalently, a BL-algebra with an involutive complement or, equivalently, if
• called IMTL-algebra if it is an involutive MTLalgebra.
In this paper we are interested in complete semidivisible residuated lattices
It was proved in [23] that condition (11) is equivalent to the condition that, for all x, y ∈ L holds
In particular, if for all x, y ∈ L holds
then L is divisible. Heyting algebras and BLalgebras are divisible. We also study semi-divisible residuated lattices L which are strong, that is, for all x, y ∈ L,
Assuming that (11) 
where the operations M V and ∨ M V are defined via
The order ≤ and the operation → is that of L; e.g. for the residuum → we can see this as follows. First, for any
Since the residuum w.r.t M V is unique the assertion holds. Moreover, the operations
In fact, the M V -center (the set of regular elements) can be seen as a particular case of a more general concept (cf. [16] 
If µ is a nucleus, then the range of µ is denoted by
A residuated structure on L µ is introduced in the following way:
By simple reasoning one verifies that general joins and meets in L µ are given by (17) whenever the corresponding joins and meets exist in L.
Moreover, following [16] it is an easy exercise to show that the following proposition holds (an alternative reference is [7] ).
Proposition The operation µ defined by (18) is commutative and 0 µ = µ(0), 1 µ = µ(1) = 1 are the least and largest elements of L µ , respectively. Moreover, the operation µ is associative and isotone and there is a residuation
It is obvious that such a mapping fulfills conditions (i) -(iii) of 2. It has the property (iv), too. Indeed, (x y) It is proved in [12] that in a Heyting algebra L, the nucleus determined by double negation is a subalgebra of L and is a Boolean algebra iff (x∧y)
is a subalgebra of L; this was established independently also in [1] . However, our proof of this fact rests upon the representation theorem of BL-algebras (cf. [9] ). We have a new direct proof to Proposition Assume L is a BL-algebra. Then
e. MV(L) is a subalgebra of L.
In Girard monoids and, in particular in IMTLalgebras, the operations and M V trivially coincide, and M V (L) is a subalgebra of L. However, it is an open probem to give necessary and sufficient conditions such that the operation M coincides with . We may characterize semi-divisible residuated lattices by the following
Proposition A residuated lattice L is semidivisible if, and only if the quotient M V (L) w.r.t. the double negation is an MV-algebra.
Involutive residuated lattices are trivially strong. We have
Proposition Any divisible residuated lattice is strong.
In particular, Heyting algebras and BL-algebras are strong. Semi-divisible residuated lattices are not necessary strong; in [23] we introduced a semidivisible residuated lattice L sD on the unit real interval [0, 1] such that
2 . Cignoli and Torrens [1] proved that the nucleus We conclude that, in strong residuated lattices, the nucleus µ ¬¬ : L → M V (L) is a homomorphism w.r.t. the product operation, too.
MacNeille completion of a residuated lattice
Recall from [11] some definitions and basic properties of MacNeille completion L of a residuated lattice L, which will play a crucial role when proving the completeness of Monoidal logic and its axiomatic extensions. Assume L, ≤ is a partially ordered set and A ⊆ L. Denote 
• up to an order isomorphism.
Theorem[cf. page 85 in [11]] For any residuated lattice L, its MacNeille completion L is a complete residuated lattice, where
A B = {a b| a ∈ A, b ∈ B} .
and the residuum is given via
The residuated structure is preserved in the formation of MacNeille completion: (19) .
We have proved the following two new results on MacNeille completion of semi-divisible residuated lattices.
Theorem Let L be a residuated lattice and L its MacNeille completion. Then the MacNeille com
- pletion of M V (L) is M V (L ) and the embedding i : M V (L) → M V (L ) is the restriction of j : L → L . Theorem Assume L is a semi-divisible residu- ated lattice. Then the following are equivalent con- ditions (a) The MacNeille completion L is a semi-divisible residuated lattice i.e. M V (L ) is an MV-algebra. (b) For all x, y ∈ L, if x * ≤ (y * ) n for all natural n then x * = x * M V y * ,
where the power n is taken w.r.t. the operation x
* M V y * = (x * y * ) * * . (c) M V (L) is a semi-simple MV-algebra.
Monoidal logic and its axiomatic extensions
Definition [10, 11] The formalized predicate language L of Monoidal logic consists of (i) n-ary
, where ¬ is a unary connective and the remaining ones are binary, (iv) quantifiers ∀ (for all) and ∃ (exists). Atomic formulae are the symbols P (x 1 , · · · x n ), where P is an n-ary predicate and x 1 , · · · x n are variables. Atomic formulae are in the set F of well formed formulae and if α, β ∈ F, then ¬α, α∧β, α∨β, α&β, α ⇒ β, ∀xα, ∃xα ∈ F. Free and bound variables are defined as in Classical Predicate logic.
Let L be a complete residuated lattice. The Lvalued interpretations of Monoidal logic are introduced in [10] in the following way. Assume X is a non-void set called the universe. Let V be the set of all individual variables of the language L. A map v : V → X is called valuation. Moreover, consider a mapping Φ such that Φ assigns to every n-ary predicate symbol P a map Φ(P ) : X n → L. Then, for any valuation v, the L-valued interpretations are mappings Θ v : F → L first defined for atomic formulas via
and then extended recursively into the whole F as follows
where 
where y is an individual variable for which x is free in α.
If we add some extra conditions for the residuated lattices L in the definition of L-valued interpretations, we obtain special cases of Monoidal logic. Originally in [10, 11] 
A well formed formula α is provable if α is of a form of axiom schema or α results from finite many applications of rules of inference to provable well formed formulae. If α is provable, then this situation is denoted by α. Monoidal logic as well as its axiomatic extensions introduced by Höhle are sound:
for all well formed formulae α, α implies |= α.
This follows by the simple fact that all axiom schemas are valid and rules of inference preserve validity. Completeness, i.e. that for all well formed formulae α, |= α implies α is obtained by means of a canonical model: first construct the corresponding Lindenbaum algebra L and prove that L is a residuated lattice (or a suitable special residuated lattice) and then consider its MacNeille completion L ; if α, then α is not Lvalid. Recalling that the double negation law and idempotency of product are preserved in the MacNeille completion, the following holds For axiomatic extensions of Monoidal logic containing divisibility or semi-divisibility axioms, equivalents to the previous Theorem do not hold as such. By [10] , a necessary and sufficient condition to obtain completeness of Łukasiewicz * logic is that the corresponding Lindenbaum algebra is a semisimple M V -algebra. This can be done by adding a new infinitary inference rule 
